
Accurately tracking the amount 
of time staff spend on projects 
and services is critical for many 
organizations.

Poor timesheet compliance results 
in inaccurate forecasting, untimely 
invoicing, and ultimately impacts 
the bottom line. Companies using 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance 
and Supply Chain Management for 
timesheet entry often find the system 
to be unintuitive, inconvenient, and 
struggle with employees filling out 
their timesheets every day.

Changing the timesheet entry user 
experience from one that is onerous 
and time consuming to one that 
is quick and easy can make all the 
difference in motivating employees to 
complete their timesheets punctually 
and accurately.

Introducing myTime by Argano
Argano has developed a cutting-edge 
AI-powered chatbot using Power 
Virtual Agents to simplify time entry 
in Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply 
Chain Management. This innovative 
application transforms a typically 
cumbersome and error-prone process 
into a quick and easy one, ensuring 
employees enter their time promptly 

and accurately.
Why choose myTime:
• Convenient Integration: Easily access 

myTime within Microsoft Teams, 
requiring minimal training.

• Effortless Entry: Simply instruct 
myTime, and it handles the rest--
eliminating the need for the user to log 
in to Dynamics 365.

• Copy Previous Entries: Copy timesheet 
data from previous workdays with a 
single click.

• Flexible Time Entry: Select any past 
or future date for viewing, copying, or 
recording timesheet entries.

• Mobile Accessibility: Enter time on 
the go using myTime on your mobile 
device.

• Enhanced Efficiency: Convenient 
Integration: Easily access myTime 
within Microsoft Teams, requiring 
minimal training.

• Reduced Errors: myTime’s AI-driven 
accuracy ensures correct time entries, 
minimizing errors and discrepancies.

• Increased Productivity: By simplifying 
the time entry process, myTime 
allows employees to allocate more 
time to productive work, enhancing 
organizational efficiency.

• Real-time Insights: myTime provides 
valuable data for resource allocation 
and project planning, empowering 
informed decision-making.

myTime
• Boost daily timesheet entry 

efficiency and accuracy with a 
virtual assistant

• Enhance project forecasting and 
invoicing accuracy

• Effortlessly enter time by 
engaging in a conversation with 
myTime

Benefits:

Contact us at microsoft@argano.com 
for more information about myTime 
and schedule a demo, and let us 
revolutionize your timesheet entry 
process today. 
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